The Dutch training institute for water management

Courses and training for employees in the water sector
-design, development & deliveryWorld Water Academy (SWO) designs, develops and delivers
courses and training programmes for water professionals on
various levels and various topics. The courses and trainings are
tailored to a specific target group, based on the demands of the
water sector: level, experiences and skills. The courses
(programme, learning objectives and course materials) are tailored
to the target group. Cultural awareness is taken into account as
well.
World Water Academy offers training programmes for all water
related issues:
 drinking water (including production and distribution)
 sewerage and urban water management
 waste water treatment
 water management and Flood safety
 didactical topics for water professionals
World Water Academy uses a project-based approach for the
development and delivery of a singular tailored course, called the
3D phase model (see figure below). The model shows three
phases needed for developing and organizing a tailored course.
The first delivery is usually part of the development phase. After the
first delivery, the course is updated based on the evaluation and
experiences of trainers and participants. Finally the result is a
course, ready for reproduction.

For more information, please visit our website:

www.worldwateracademy.nl
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Courses and training for employees in the water sector
-design, development & deliveryThe developed course products include:
 training needs assessment to tailor the course in the
context;
 programme (topics, target group, learning objectives,
corresponding teaching methods & schedules);
 supporting materials for the delivery, like lesson materials,
presentations, readers and/or assessments
Professional trainers
World Water Academy contracts professionals with experience in
a certain topic to be trainer in a course. These motivated
professionals are trained to develop their didactical skills. We have
a large pool of professional trainers who can be contracted to
deliver trainings.
Course delivery and organization
We can also assist the local partner with the organization of the
course, like arranging the logistics, venues, excursions and study
trip.
After the registration of a participant on a course, we provide the
necessary information to the participant, like schedules and an
invitation for the first session. During the delivery of the course, we
provide the course schedules and materials.
The final exams or tests are organized, graded and managed by
World Water Academy. The participants receive a certificate for
following the course and/or pass the exam.

-Target group: water professionals
Entry level: variable
Duration of a course: variable; from 1 day to 20 days
Number of participants: preferable a maximum of 12-16 persons
*N.B. World Water Academy can design, develop and deliver a
package of courses or training programmes combined with a trainthe-trainer course. This combination is more effective and has a
long lasting result.

For more information, please visit our website:

www.worldwateracademy.nl

